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Quarterly corporate performance report
Summary of Quarter 4 performance: 1 January – 31 March 2018

This is a summary of the fourth quarter corporate performance report for 2017/18 covering the 
period from 1 January to 31 March 2018.  It contains:

 A short overview of our Quarter 4 performance 

 Summaries for each of our five priorities

 Appendices containing detail on performance against our priorities, key performance 
indicators and corporate risks

Performance overview

This report contains Quarter 4 progress updates on the 71 projects/activities and the 52 key 
performance indicators set out in the Business Plan 2017/18. The outcome measures1 set out in 
the Business Plan will be reported in Quarters 2 and 4 as data for many of these measures is 
only produced once a year.  The report also updates members on key corporate risk and activity 
to mitigate those.

Summary of Quarter 4 position Total Red Amber Green Blue Not 
targeted

Projects/activities 71 0 13 30 28 -
KPIs (Q4 value) 52 6 8 33 - 5
KPIs (2017/18 annual value) 52 7 10 32 - 3

Projects/activities (Appendix A)
We have now completed 28 of our 71 planned key projects/activities.  21 projects/activities 
were completed in Q4 – these include:

 The Council has housed 4 refugee families (17 people) and will continue to support relevant 
agencies through the Cumbria Refugee Group reflecting our pledge with Cumbria County Council. 
(2.6)

 The Big Allerdale Switch has been run three times in 2017/18 as planned and has received positive 
feedback as well as savings residents’ money on their energy bills. (2.7a)

 Target number of Spring Cleans delivered as well as a coastal clean-up carried with volunteers. 
The Environmental Hit Squad apprenticeship team was established and deployed to improve 

1 These are mainly wider contextual measures, such as health or employment figures published by other 
organisations.  Our work will have an influence on these, but they are not directly related to our service provision 
and they will therefore not be attributed with a RAG rating.
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environmental quality and provide NVQ level 2 qualification in Cleaning and Environmental 
Support Services.  New apprentices will be appointed in 2018/19. (3.6)

 7 empty property grants have been completed in this quarter resulting in the target for the year 
being achieved. The team have also approved a further 3 empty homes grants and 4 more 
complete applicants have been received and are ready for approval next financial year. 
The empty homes grant waiting list currently has 21 empty home owners on. (3.8a)

 A total of 19 festivals and events across Allerdale have been supported this year with grant funding, 
the target for the year was to support 15 events. (4.6)

 A landlord consultation event was held on 15 March. The event was to inform local landlords of 
the council's Housing Enforcement and Civil Penalty Policy. The event was very well attended 
with over 50 landlords present. Positive feedback was received from the event which was fed 
into the policies. (4.10a)

 The Private Sector Housing Enforcement Policy and Private Sector Civil Penalties Policy were 
approved by Executive in April. (4.10c)

 2017/18 Housing Grants and Assistance programme delivery - the team have dealt with 370 
grant cases (more than double the previous year), approved 212 grants and spent and 
committed £1,815,758. (4.11)

 Training for all Third Tier managers in contract management and setting performance 
management targets held in March 2018 completing the planned programme of activity for 
2017/18. (5.5)

 An overarching Information Governance Policy was approved by SMT in April along with a series 
of other updated policies that sit alongside this including the Data Protection Policy, Freedom of 
Information Policy and Retention Policy.  The Council now has a suite of information governance 
policies in line with new data protection legislation. (5.11)

We are on track with 30 of our 71 key projects/activities.  Highlights this quarter include:

 All SIIF funding has been allocated for this financial year, £70,000 has not been paid out yet 
for 1 project due to notification of planning application being postponed to May Development 
Panel. Job creation will be ongoing into the new financial year and perhaps beyond. (1.1)

 The refreshed Tackling Poverty Strategy was approved by Executive in February.  Work has 
been undertaken to identify a series of projects that may be funded from the Priorities Fund to 
support the Strategy action plan and a report setting out these proposals will be considered by 
Executive in June.  Other actions are being taken forward through the newly established 
Delivery Board.  (2.3) 

 Arup were commissioned to prepare the 'Maryport Delivery Plan' to help guide future 
regeneration and intervention aimed at ensuring Maryport can fulfil its role at a key residential, 
employment and visitor centre. Stakeholder engagement and consultation took place in late 
2017 and the final report was received in March 2018. The report will be considered by 
Executive on 16 May 2018. (3.1)

 Usage across Workington and Cockermouth leisure centres and the Wave have surpassed their 
targets this quarter. For Workington in particular, the focus user groups (young people, over 60's 
and those who can access the concessionary rates), the figures for this quarter have had the 
biggest difference between their target values and their actuals when compared to the rest of the 
year. (4.4)

 Self-service channels continue to grow with over 6000 myAllerdale reports logged over 2017/18 - 
and over the last six months an average of over 600 reports each month were logged 
demonstrating the increased take up of this channel to report issues by our customers. (5.2)
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There were 13 amber projects/activities:  

 The Local Plan (part 2) is scheduled to go for final approval, prior to submission to the planning 
inspectorate, in September 2018. Slippage in the programme is mainly due to the capacity of 
external stakeholders to provide input in a timely manner and to the required standard. This has 
required the need to commission additional evidence base. (1.5)

 Business rates retention - there have been no further announcements or briefings since the 
Local Government Finance Settlement (with the main points being summarised in the Quarter 
3 comments).   A full timetable for the implementation of changes to business rates retention 
and details of the proposed scheme have not yet been finalised so the impact remains 
unknown. We maintain a watching brief to ensure the Council is able to understand and plan 
for this move. (1.7)

 Heritage Strategy - A meeting with the Heritage Lottery Fund is due to be arranged to identify 
funding streams that can then be presented to heritage stakeholders with a view to forming a 
Heritage Forum for Allerdale. (3.4)

 Work to Helena Thompson Museum - Further to the Star Chamber meeting and discussions 
with the Portfolio Holder the outcome was not to proceed with the proposed extension. The 
Portfolio Holder suggested that the existing budget (£180K) could be used to improve the 
existing facilities. The proposed works will need to be agreed with the current operating group. 
New lease arrangements still need to be finalised with the current group and it is proposed that 
this should be completed before any improvements are carried out. (3.5)

 Environmental enforcement – the team are now implementing a more intelligence lead 
approach to all environmental crime, for example targeted visits to local businesses when fly-
tipping of a specific nature occurs. A targeted litter campaign has been planned to start on 
23/5/18. (3.7) 

 Long term empty property - the options appraisal report has been developed however future 
use of the site will be determined in line with the Maryport Delivery Plan in 18/19. (3.8b)

 Public toilets programme - a last minute request from the operators of the Keswick toilets was 
received asking for time to assess the possibility of taking on the Grange toilets. The toilets will 
remain open until a final decision is reached, but continued use of the toilets will affect the self-
sufficiency savings expected this year. Toilets in Maryport offered to the Town Council, but they 
have declined the offer.   Discussions taking place with Aspatria town Council re toilet facilities in 
the town. Lodore toilets still to be sold as previously agreed. (3.9)

 Work to develop the Physical Activity Pathway – Pilot for new programme still to be started. 
Workington GP's have agreed to be part of the project. Awaiting admin process for digitally 
referring patients. Hope to be up and running in pilot areas by July 2018. Existing referral 
program is continuing to be delivered by GLL with around 200 people accessing the 12 
week scheme. (4.5) 

 Workington Hall Parklands - Still on track to submit the Stage 1 application in August 2018. 
Groundwork are currently consulting stakeholders and the community on the types of 
developments and improvements that the Park would benefit from through this project. A project 
plan is being developed. (4.7c)

 Implementation of new Land and Property System is slightly behind schedule.  Ongoing work to 
develop process maps and associated forms, templates etc. across all areas, requiring 
significant team resource. Arcus have been working through the process maps and providing 
feedback on the work completed. Encountered delays with engaging a third party to undertake 
data extraction from legacy systems. Issues with LLPG upload to new system, currently being 
worked on. (5.4)
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 Implementation of a Coaching and Leadership Programme has now been defined as a key 
action for the Organisational Development Strategy. This has been defined as a Business Plan 
objective for 18/19 for completion by September 2018. Interviews have taken place with all third 
tier managers to gain insight into the training needs at Allerdale and as a result a Training 
Strategy has been agreed for 18/19 which will deliver a more focused approach to developing 
our people. (5.15)

 Succession and Workforce planning is a key element of the overall Organisational Development 
Strategy. This has been defined as a Business Plan objective for 18/19 for completion by 
September 2018. Interviews have taken place with all third tier managers to gain insight into 
workforce planning at Allerdale. (5.17)

There were no red project/activities.

Key performance indicators (annual outturn) (Appendix B)

32 of our 52 KPIs are green for 2017/18.  

There are 10 KPIs rated as amber at the end of 2017/18, these are:
 Leisure centre usage at Keswick slightly below target for the year and lower than the previous year 

by around 4000.  Part of this can be put down to 7 days of closure (4 during the holidays) and some 
in part due to the dry start to the summer holidays in 2017.  (KCS03a)

 98% of programmed private water supplies sampled against a target of 100% (KHH09)

 The number of website unique page views per day is below target for the year and has continued to 
fluctuate around the target in recent months. It has been good to see that the website it increasingly 
being used to perform tasks with many the most number of customers ever registering with our 
myAllerdale service in March than ever before and up to 50% of all direct debit applications being 
performed via the online form. This process is hoped to improve further with the new site. (KCTC07)

 Average number of ICT calls logged per day slightly off target for the year. (KCTC10a)

 Average no. of ICT support calls outstanding per day shows off target performance although 
improved performance between Q3 and Q4.  (KCTC10b) 

 Number working hours lost per month due to systems down time was 2 hours for the year (KCTC12)

 NNDR collection rate slightly below annual target. Late receipt of one payment of £141,000 (not 
allocated until 3/4/18) pushed collection rate slightly below target. (KCTC13)

 Council Tax collection rate slightly below target for the year - debt raised by 0.5% during the year 
(£282,000) so pushing collection rate slightly under target. Also delays in receipt of Universal Credit 
starting to make it difficult for some debtors to keep Council Tax payments up to date. (KCTC14)

 95% of invoices paid in 30 days over the year against a target of 98%.  98% target achieved in period 
12 and 97% in periods 10 & 11, which resulted in 97% therefore, falling short of the overall Q4 target.  
This was due to a combination of a high number of Purchase Orders not being placed for goods and 
services and invoices being sent directly to the departments. (KFS01)

 % of household waste sent for recycling estimated to be below target for the year (KCS01)

There are 7 KPIs rated as red, these are:
 86.0% of invoices from local Cumbrian businesses paid within 14 days.  The Q4 value was 92.0% 

(getting closer to the target of 98.0%) and this KPI has shown an improving trend throughout the 
year. Work is on-going to improve processes and processing times. (KFS02)
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 Target of 100 affordable homes facilitated by the Council not achieved – total for the year was 
75 units.  The number of affordable homes delivered are determined by the developer output as 
opposed to being a performance related target as such.  The Council has limited control of the 
delivery rates (KHH01)

 Only 38% of Safe and Warm Grants approved within 10 weeks of initial enquiry.   The team 
have processed 66 Safe and Warm enquiries this financial year which has involved a site 
visit to each case. 25 cases are still in the system awaiting approval next financial year.  As 
these are new grants they are taking longer to process than initially anticipated.  The safe 
and warm grants approved have been major renovations to people's homes and obtaining 
quotes has been difficult. The clients the team have been assisting are often vulnerable and 
obtaining the required paperwork has been difficult. The team have reviewed the target 
timeframe for processing these grants for 2018/19 to better reflect what is possible.  (KHH05)

 78% of Disabled Facilities Grants approved within 10 weeks from receipt of referral. Of the 42 grants 
approved in Q4 12 were outside of the 10 week approval time. The team have reviewed the target for 
processing these grants for 2018/19 to better reflect what is feasible.  (KHH07)

 Only 77% of Discretionary Disability Grants approved within 10 weeks of first inspection date - out of 
the 18 grants approved in Q4, 5 were approved outside of the 10 weeks of first inspection date. The 
team have reviewed the target for processing these grants for 2018/19 to better reflect what is 
feasible.  (KHH08) 

 Average speed of answer on calls to 03031231702 at 60 seconds against a target of 45 seconds. 
However, this KPI has shown consistent improvement this year and achieved target for Q4 
(KCTC04)

 Average no. of working days lost to sickness absence per employee per annum was 9.37 at the end 
of 2017/18 against a target of 7 days.  The cumulative figure for 17/18 has been impacted by long 
term sickness. A large scale review has been undertaken of the absence profile for the year which 
has resulted in more in depth data being provided to Senior Management on a monthly basis to help 
reduce and manage sickness absence across the organisation. (KPR01)

Key Corporate Risks (Appendix C)

All strategic risks identified are contained within the Corporate Risk and Issues Log. Key risks 
(those which score 9 and above) are included in this report.  There are currently 13 key risks which 
have been reviewed by the Senior Management Team. The current Key Risks Report setting out 
mitigating actions can be found in Appendix C to this report.

Outcome measures (Appendix D) 

The outcome measures set out in the Business Plan are reported in Quarters 2 and 4 as data for 
many of these measures is only produced once a year. These are mainly wider contextual 
measures, such as health or employment figures published by other organisations.  Our work will 
have an influence on these, but they are not directly related to our service provision and so they are 
not attributed with a RAG rating.  Monitoring these outcome measures will give us an indication as 
to whether our efforts are contributing to the improvement in outcomes for our communities that we 
are aiming to achieve under the priority themes that we have set out in the Council Plan.

The information in this report relates to activity to the end of March 2018.
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Strengthening our economy summary 
We aim to create a strong, sustainable and vibrant local economy and create jobs

Summary of Quarter 4 position Total Red Amber Green Blue Not 
targeted

Projects/activities 7 0 2 3 2 -
KPIs (Q4 value) 10 1 1 6 - 2
KPIs (2017/18 annual value) 10 1 0 9 - -

Projects/activities (Appendix A)

Green highlights
 All SIIF funding has been allocated for this financial year, £70,000 has not been paid out yet for 1 

project due to notification of planning application being postponed to May Development Panel. Job 
creation will be ongoing into the new financial year and perhaps beyond. (1.1)

Amber – areas to watch
 The Local Plan (part 2) is scheduled to go for final approval, prior to submission to the planning 

inspectorate, in September 2018. Slippage in the programme is mainly due to the capacity of 
external stakeholders to provide input in a timely manner and to the required standard. This has 
required the need to commission additional evidence base. (1.5)

 There have been no further announcements or briefings since the Local Government Finance 
Settlement (with the main points being summarised in the Quarter 3 comments).   A full timetable 
for the implementation of changes to business rates retention and details of the proposed scheme 
have not yet been finalised so the impact remains unknown. We maintain a watching brief to 
ensure the Council is able to understand and plan for this move. (1.7)

Key performance indicators (annual outturn) (Appendix B)

Green highlights
 60 jobs created through effective management of external funding (KEG01a)

 95% of minor planning applications determined within statutory period (KDS02)

 502 housing completions against a target of 344 (KDS04)

 99.36% of land charges searches carried out within 10 working days against a target of 95% 
(KGVO01)

Red – areas of concern
 86.0% of invoices from local Cumbrian businesses paid within 14 days.  The Q4 value was 92.0% 

(getting close to the target of 98.0%) and this KPI has shown an improving trend throughout the 
year. Work is on-going to improve processes and processing times. (KFS02)
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Tackling inequality summary 
We aim to reduce poverty and support people facing financial difficulties

Summary of Quarter 4 position Total Red Amber Green Blue Not 
targeted

Projects/activities 12 0 0 8 4 -
KPIs (Q4 value) 8 1 0 7 - 0
KPIs (2017/18 annual value) 8 2 0 6 - 0

Projects/activities (Appendix A)

Blue highlights – completed this quarter
 The Council has housed 4 refugee families (17 people) and will continue to support relevant 

agencies through the Cumbria Refugee Group reflecting our pledge with Cumbria County Council. 
(2.6)

 The Winter Big Allerdale Switch was launched on 5 December 2017 and the auction took place on 
13 February 2018. 218 households registered to switch. 72% of registrants were able to save with 
an average saving of £166.79.  Positive feedback has been received by Big Allerdale Switch 
registrants including: "Good service, been with the scheme a few years now and always saved on 
standard tariff, hope it keeps going", "This is the 2nd time I have used this council suggested switch 
method and have been very happy both times" and" The switch was very easy, communication 
was very good & I saved a lot of money making the switch. I have recommended the move to 
friends & family." (2.7a)

Green highlights
 The refreshed Tackling Poverty Strategy was approved by Executive in February.  Work has been 

undertaken to identify a series of projects that may be funded from the Priorities Fund to support 
the Strategy action plan and a report setting out these proposals will be considered by Executive in 
June.  Other actions are being taken forward through the newly established Delivery Board.  (2.3) 

 Supporting Community Land Trusts - Applications have been made to the Community Housing 
Fund to support affordable housing provision from Keswick Community Housing Trust and Keswick 
Youth Centre (KYC). The Community Led Affordable Housing Officer (CLAHO) has been 
working with the Above Derwent community group to assist in the delivery of affordable housing 
schemes in Portinscale. Further dialogue has taken place with Borrowdale Parish Council and 
Caldbeck Parish Council on potential community led housing schemes.  (2.4a)

Key performance indicators (annual outturn) (Appendix B)

Green highlights

 Target of 20 days processing time for processing Housing Benefit new claims exceeded – 15 
days achieved over the year (KCTC01a)

 Target of 20 days processing time for processing Council Tax new claims achieved (KCTC01b)

 8 day target exceeded for processing Housing Benefit/Council Tax change of circumstances – 6 
days achieved over the year (KCTC02)

 100% of homeless decisions made within guideline 33 days (KHH04)
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Red – areas of concern

 Target of 100 affordable homes facilitated by the Council not achieved – total for the year was 
75 units.  The number of affordable homes delivered are determined by the developer output as 
opposed to being a performance related target as such.  The Council has limited control of the 
delivery rates (KHH01)

 Only 38% of Safe and Warm Grants approved within 10 weeks of initial enquiry.   The team 
have processed 66 Safe and Warm enquiries this financial year which has involved a site 
visit to each case. 25 cases are still in the system awaiting approval next financial year.  As 
these are new grants they are taking longer to process than initially anticipated.  The safe 
and warm grants approved have been major renovations to people's homes and obtaining 
quotes has been difficult. The clients the team have been assisting are often vulnerable and 
obtaining the required paperwork has been difficult. The team have reviewed the target 
timeframe for processing these grants for 2018/19 to better reflect what is possible.  (KHH05)
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Enhancing our towns summary
We aim to create thriving towns that are attractive and welcoming and retain 

their distinctive characters

Summary of Quarter 4 position Total Red Amber Green Blue Not 
targeted

Projects/activities 11 0 5 3 3 -
KPIs (Q4 value) 2 0 0 2 - 0
KPIs (2017/18 annual value) 2 0 0 2 - 0

Projects/activities (Appendix A)

Blue highlights – completed this quarter
 Target number of Spring Cleans delivered as well as a coastal clean-up carried with volunteers. The 

Environmental Hit Squad apprenticeship team was established and deployed to improve 
environmental quality and provide NVQ level 2 qualification in Cleaning and Environmental Support 
Services.  New apprentices will be appointed in 2018/19. (3.6)

 7 empty property grants have been completed in this quarter resulting in the target for the year being 
achieved. The team have also approved a further 3 empty homes grants and 4 more complete 
applicants have been received and are ready for approval next financial year. The empty homes 
grant waiting list currently has 21 empty home owners on. (3.8a)

Green highlights
 Arup were commissioned to prepare the 'Maryport Delivery Plan' to help guide future regeneration 

and intervention aimed at ensuring Maryport can fulfil its role at a key residential, employment and 
visitor centre. Stakeholder engagement and consultation took place in late 2017 and the final report 
was received in March 2018. The report will be considered by Executive on 16 May 2018. (3.1)

 Tourism offer - Branding document signed off and being used to underpin the creation of all 
destination promotion materials. The new Allerdale visitor website will be complete by the end of 
April 2018 as will the supporting map /brochure. (3.2)

Amber – areas to watch
 Heritage Strategy - A meeting with the Heritage Lottery Fund is due to be arranged to identify 

funding streams that can then be presented to heritage stakeholders with a view to forming a 
Heritage Forum for Allerdale. (3.4)

 Work to Helena Thompson Museum - Further to the Star Chamber meeting and discussions with 
the Portfolio Holder the outcome was not to proceed with the proposed extension. The Portfolio 
Holder suggested that the existing budget (£180K) could be used to improve the existing facilities. 
The proposed works will need to be agreed with the current operating group. New lease 
arrangements still need to be finalised with the current group and it is proposed that this should be 
completed before any improvements are carried out. (3.5)

 Environmental enforcement – the team are now implementing a more intelligence lead approach to 
all environmental crime, for example targeted visits to local businesses when fly-tipping of a 
specific nature occurs. A targeted litter campaign has been planned to start on 23/5/18. (3.7) 

 Long term empty property - the options appraisal report has been developed however future use of 
the site will be determined in line with the Maryport Delivery Plan in 18/19. (3.8b)

 Public toilets programme - a last minute request from the operators of the Keswick toilets was 
received asking for time to assess the possibility of taking on the Grange toilets. The toilets will 
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remain open until a final decision is reached, but continued use of the toilets will affect the self - 
sufficiency savings expected this year. Toilets in Maryport offered to the Town Council, but they have 
declined the offer.   Discussions taking place with Aspatria Town Council re toilets in the town. 
Lodore toilets still to be sold as previously agreed. (3.9)

Key performance indicators (annual outturn) (Appendix B)

Green highlights 

 100% of public conveniences cleaned within the Service Level Agreement (KFS03) 

 10 empty property grants completed in 2017/18 - 7 empty homes grants completed in Q4. The team 
have also approved a further 3 empty homes grants and 4 more complete applications have been 
received and are ready for approval next financial year. (KHH06)
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Improving health and wellbeing summary
We aim to help people live healthy and active lives and reduce health inequalities

Summary of Quarter 4 position Total Red Amber Green Blue Not 
targeted

Projects/activities 18 0 2 5 11 -
KPIs (Q4 value) 11 3 1 7 - 0
KPIs (2017/18 annual value) 11 2 2 7 - 0

Projects/activities (Appendix A)

Blue – completed this quarter
 A total of 19 festivals and events across Allerdale have been supported this year with grant funding, 

the target for the year was to support 15 events. (4.6)

 A landlord consultation event was held on 15th March. The event was to inform local landlords of the 
council's Housing Enforcement and Civil Penalty Policy. The event was very well attended with over 
50 landlords present. Positive feedback was received from the event which has been fed into the 
policies. (4.10a)

 The Private Sector Housing Enforcement Policy and Private Sector Civil Penalties Policy were 
approved by Executive in April. (4.10c)

 2017/18 Housing Grants and Assistance programme delivery - the team have dealt with 370 grant 
cases (more than double the previous year), approved 212 grants and spent and committed 
£1,815,758. (4.11)

Green highlights
 Usage across Workington and Cockermouth leisure centres and the Wave have surpassed their 

targets this quarter. For Workington in particular, the focus user groups (young people, over 60's and 
those who can access the concessionary rates), the figures for this quarter have had the biggest 
difference between their target values and their actuals when compared to the rest of the year. (4.4)

 A further 2 events were supported in Q4 as part of the national BBC 'Get Creative; Festival 2018. A 
total of 19 projects have been supported this year.(4.6)

 25 educational events delivered across Harrington and Siddick Nature Reserves with schools and 
Lakes College. Other events have included parks and beach clean ups, Small Blue Butterfly site 
working groups and weekly volunteer days at Harrington and Siddick.(4.8)

Amber – areas to watch
 Work to develop the Physical Activity Pathway – Pilot for new programme still to be started. 

Workington GP's have agreed to be part of the project. Awaiting admin process for digitally referring 
patients. Hope to be up and running in pilot areas by July 2018. Existing referral program is 
continuing to be delivered by GLL with around 200 people accessing the 12 week scheme. (4.5) 

 Workington Hall Parklands - Still on track to submit the Stage 1 application in August 2018. 
Groundwork are currently consulting stakeholders and the community on the types of developments 
and improvements that the Park would benefit from through this project. A project plan is being 
developed. (4.7c)
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Key performance indicators (annual outturn) (Appendix B)

Green highlights
 Above target leisure centre usage at Cockermouth, Workington and The Wave (KCS03b-d)

 Workington Leisure Centre usage by target groups above target (KCS04a, KCS04b, KCS04c)

 100% food safety inspections (Category A-B) undertaken (KHH10)

Amber – areas to watch
 Leisure centre usage at Keswick slightly below target for the year and lower than the previous year 

by around 4000.  Part of this can be put down to 7 days of closure (4 during the holidays) and some 
in part due to the dry start to the summer holidays in 2017.  (KCS03a)

 98% of programmed private water supplies sampled against a target of 100% (KHH09)

Red – areas of concern
 78% of Disabled Facilities Grants approved within 10 weeks from receipt of referral. Of the 42 grants 

approved in Q4 12 were outside of the 10 week approval time. The team have reviewed the target for 
processing these grants for 2018/19 to better reflect what is feasible.  (KHH07)

 Only 77% of Discretionary Disability Grants approved within 10 weeks of first inspection date - out of 
the 18 grants approved in Q4, 5 were approved outside of the 10 weeks of first inspection date. The 
team have reviewed the target for processing these grants for 2018/19 to better reflect what is 
feasible.  (KHH08) 
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Creating a sustainable business summary
We aim develop a commercially focused organization committed to delivering high 

quality, sustainable services to the people, communities and businesses of Allerdale

Summary of Quarter 4 position Total Red Amber Green Blue Not 
targeted

Projects/activities 23 0 4 11 8 -
KPIs (Q4 value) 21 1 6 11 - 3
KPIs (2017/18 annual value) 21 2 8 8 - 3

Projects/activities (Appendix A)

Blue highlights – completed this quarter
 Training for all Third Tier managers in contract management and setting performance management 

targets held in March 2018. (5.5)

 An overarching Information Governance Policy was approved by SMT in April along with a series of 
other updated policies that sit alongside this including the Data Protection Policy, Freedom of 
Information Policy and Retention Policy.  The Council now has a suite of information governance 
policies in line with new data protection legislation.   (5.11)

 Trade waste service continues to grow with 15 new customers being added to the service in Q4 
(5.7b)

Green highlights
 Self-service channels continue to grow with over 6000 myAllerdale reports logged over 2017/18 - and 

over the last six months an average of over 600 reports each month were logged demonstrating the 
increased take up of this channel to report issues by our customers. (5.2)

 Procurement – continuing to identify savings once existing contracts expire for corporate goods and 
services. In the last quarter this has included corporate print savings (5.3)

Amber – areas to watch
 Implementation of new Land and Property System is slightly behind schedule.  Ongoing work to 

develop process maps and associated forms, templates etc. across all areas, requiring significant 
team resource. Arcus have been working through the process maps and providing feedback on the 
work completed. Encountered delays with engaging a third party to undertake data extraction from 
legacy systems. Issues with LLPG upload to new system, currently being worked on. (5.4)

 Implementation of a Coaching and Leadership Programme has now been defined as a key action for 
the Organisational Development Strategy. This has been defined as a Business Plan objective for 
18/19 for completion by September 2018. Interviews have taken place with all third tier managers to 
gain insight into the training needs at Allerdale and as a result a Training Strategy has been agreed 
for 18/19 which will deliver a more focused approach to developing our people. (5.15)

 Succession and Workforce planning is a key element of the overall Organisational Development 
Strategy. This has been defined as a Business Plan objective for 18/19 for completion by September 
2018. Interviews have taken place with all third tier managers to gain insight into workforce planning 
at Allerdale. (5.17)
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Key performance indicators (annual outturn) (Appendix B)

Green highlights
 6170 new customer registrations to myAllerdale (KCTC03)

 Abandoned calls rate target of 7% achieved (KCTC05)

 Customer satisfaction score at 90% for the year (KCTC06)

 92% of ICT support calls resolved within SLA against a target of 85% (KCTC11)

 Estimated figures for residual household waste suggest an improved position on 2016/17 (KCS02)

Amber – areas to watch
 The number of website unique page views per day is below target for the year and has continued to 

fluctuate around the target in recent months. It has been good to see that the website it increasingly 
being used to perform tasks with many the most number of customers ever registering with our 
myAllerdale service in March than ever before and up to 50% of all direct debit applications being 
performed via the online form. This process is hoped to improve further with the new site. (KCTC07)

 Average number of ICT calls logged per day slightly off target for the year. (KCTC10a)

 Average no. of ICT support calls outstanding per day shows off target performance although 
improved performance between Q3 and Q4.  (KCTC10b) 

 Number working hours lost per month due to systems down time was 2 hours for the year (KCTC12)

 NNDR collection rate slightly below annual target. Late receipt of one payment of £141,000 (not 
allocated until 3/4/18) pushed collection rate slightly below target. (KCTC13)

 Council Tax collection rate slightly below target for the year - debt raised by 0.5% during the year 
(£282,000) so pushing collection rate slightly under target. Also delays in receipt of Universal Credit 
starting to make it difficult for some debtors to keep Council Tax payments up to date. (KCTC14)

 95% of invoices paid in 30 days over the year against a target of 98%.  98% target achieved in period 
12 and 97% in periods 10 & 11, which resulted in 97% therefore, falling short of the overall Q4 target.  
This was due to a combination of a high number of Purchase Orders not being placed for goods and 
services and invoices being sent directly to the departments. (KFS01)

 % of household waste sent for recycling estimated to be below target for the year (KCS01)

Red – areas of concern
 Average speed of answer on calls to 03031231702 at 60 seconds against a target of 45 seconds. 

However, this KPI has shown consistent improvement this year and achieved target for Q4 
(KCTC04)

 Average no. of working days lost to sickness absence per employee per annum was 9.37 at the end 
of 2017/18 against a target of 7 days.  The cumulative figure for 17/18 has been impacted by long 
term sickness. A large scale review has been undertaken of the absence profile for the year which 
has resulted in more in depth data being provided to Senior Management on a monthly basis to help 
reduce and manage sickness absence across the organisation. (KPR01)
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Definitions

Projects/activities Key Performance Indicators

Blue Complete

Green
Everything is on target / satisfactory 
progress is being made / no action 
required

On, or better than, target

Amber
There are concerns over achieving 
deadlines or outputs  / there are issues to 
rectify, but plans are in place to get the 
project back on track

Worse than target (up to 10% variance) 
- some action may be required to 
improve performance

Red
There are significant  concerns over 
achieving outputs / there is serious 
slippage in the timetable / there are major 
issues to rectify

Significantly worse than target (>10% 
variance) – action required to improve 
performance

Appendices
A. Key projects/activities
B. Key performance measures
C. Key corporate risks
D. Outcome measures


